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Climate change and flood risk  – Extreme rain events

Large natural variability, but already seeing changes:

- Some evidence of more rain from heavy events

Rainfall extremes more intense in the future:

- Atmospheric moisture capacity increases ~7% per degree of warming

- Short-duration events could increase by double that rate (additional effect of 

potentially stronger convection):  relevant for flash-floods



Changing risks that we are very confident about and the weather

The climate is changing and the intersection with weather is manifesting itself already

For example – sea levels are rising, extremes of rainfall 

Last week for example we see inundation of low lying islands in the Torres Straight:

Not unprecedented, but more likely

Combination of sea level, King tide, large amplitude Madden Julian Oscillation giving 

monsoonal surge



Fishermans Bend projected storm tide inundation

Inundation from storm tide under a 
business-as-usual high-estimate sea 
level rise by 2100

(1-in-100 year storm tide ~2.05m)

Future sea level

Data sources: http://www.climatechangeinaustralia.gov.au/en/ McInnes et al, 
(2009; 2015)   CSIRO



Climate change and flood risk  – Drivers of extremes

Oceans are warming:

- Record SSTs around time of Launceston floods in June 2016, caused by East Coast Low

- Atmospheric moisture capacity increases ~7% per degree of warming

- Have documented an increase in flooding with ECL's (Power and Callaghan, 2015)

Tasman Sea May sea surface temperature
anomalies from 1900 to the present
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Climate change and flood risk  – Drivers of extremes

Oceans are warming:

- record SSTs around time of Launceston floods in June 2016, caused by East Coast Low

- have documented an increase in flooding with ECL's (Power and Callaghan, 2015)

Fewer ECLs likely in a warmer world, however:

- extreme rainfall from them could increase

- rising sea levels will also exacerbate coastal flood risks

Ref.: Dowdy et al. (2014) Nature Climate Change.

Fewer ECLs for higher emissions scenarios



Climate change and flood risk  - Multi-hazards

Compound events:  "spatial and/or temporal clusters of one or more types of events, 

can amplify the impact of individual events and cause a high risk of hazards"

- Frequent cause of extremes, including for rainfall and flood events

Large uncertainties in future changes

- Due to limited observations and complex relationships between many processes

- However, projected increases in sea level and heavy rainfall suggest coastal and 

estuarine flood impacts may increase in some cases

Ref.: Dowdy and Catto (2017) Scientific Reports.



Forecasting extreme rainfall at multi-week 

and seasonal timescales

Monthly mean rainfall Oodnadatta SA, September 2010

Forecast initialised 1 Sep 2010 (lead month 0)

Probability of Exceedance (POE)
Observations



Risk and impact based forecasting – East Coast Low Example

Future services

Ensembles of very high resolution 

model runs

Determine risk of extreme rainfall 

amounts

Input into hydrological models – flood 

risk

Overlay with inundation and exposure 

analysis (Geoscience Australia)

Forecast rain

Probability of >100mm

What actually happened

Jeff Kepert and Dragana Rajak

Support from BFNH CRC



Combine with exposure and risk data 

(Geoscience Australia)

Example form a TC, but the same applies to flood risk

GA: example of a 1/500 year event. $1,354M          27,813

Craig Arthur, Geoscience Australia
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Courtesy Andrew Mellor, Melbourne Water

Communicating risk


